


Think hearing aids should be heard, not seen? 
Then MicroLens by MicroTech is for you. 

MicroLens, the first custom fit invisible-in-the-
canal hearing aid, features MicroTech’s latest 
technology on the market — meaning it’s 
completely invisible, and totally designed to fit 
your lifestyle.

Featuring SpeechTrax2, MicroTech’s 
latest noise reduction and speech 
preservation system designed to filter 
out background noise 

Fits comfortably in the second bend of 
your ear canal

Designed to be removed daily to 
promote better ear health

Virtually no whistling or buzzing

Custom designed for your ear

Designed to work on the phone

MicroTech’s best 
technology in an 
invisible* style.



No matter where you are or what 
you’re doing, MicroLens is designed 
to make listening easier. It’s the ideal 
hearing aid for people who are 
active and on the go, enjoy spending 
relaxing time at home — or both.

Movies, music & TV

Theater and live music

Lunch conversations

Precious moments

Designed to fit your life.



Best of Both Worlds.
That’s because MicroLens fits comfortably 
inside the second bend of your ear canal–
completely out of sight and completely off 
your mind. 

Don’t be fooled by its small size.  
Only MicroLens comes packed with  
MicroTech’s innovative technologies, 
including our latest feedback canceller, and 
noise reduction and speech preservation 
system. The result is a 100% invisible 
hearing aid that is designed to deliver:

Utilizes MicroTech’s latest technologies to 
automatically recognize and reduce noise for 
more comfortable listening in loud environments.   

Designed to fit snugly in the second bend of 
your ear canal.

It’s the first invisible-in-the-canal hearing aid custom 
fit specifically for your ears and hearing needs.

Invisible-In-The-Canal The first 100% custom, 
invisible, digital and fully 
programmable hearing aid

Strategic Feedback Control Virtually eliminates buzzing 
and whistling

SpeechTrax2 Designed to maintain speech 
understanding in noise, and 
reduce listening effort**

T2 Remote Control Lets you adjust memory or 
volume settings using any 
touch-tone phone

FrequencyTrax Replicates hard-to-hear 
high-frequency sounds in 
lower frequencies, designed 
to enhance and expand 
audibility

Technology Benefit

If you’ve been interested in extended wear 
products but have found you weren’t a 
candidate, talk to your hearing professional 
about MicroLens, the latest in invisible 
hearing aids. 
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*Individual results may vary. Invisibility may vary based on your ear’s anatomy.


